American Weekly Inspiration
Thoughts for today and every day:
“Personality can open doors, but only character can keep them open.”
Elmer G. Leterman, business executive
***********************************
“There can be no happiness if the things we believe in are different from the things
we do.” Freya Madeline Stark (1893-1993) travel writer
***********************************
“Only you can be yourself. No one else is qualified for the job.” author unknown
***********************************
“The truth is that there is nothing noble in being superior to somebody else. The
only real nobility is in being superior to your former self.” Whitney Young (19211971) civil rights leader

American Update:

Dance is the center of creative movement and we all celebrate this skill during National Dance Week,
April 24-May3rd. Make sure to plan some special activities with your dance classes for special dance
appreciation. Resource our Education Support Page on our web site for some special information on
how you can enhance your dance program.
Last week, directors should have received our summer camp brochure by mail. We also included our
2010 Contest Dates so that you can plan ahead for the contest of your choice for next year. The
brochure can be downloaded from our Summer Camp Page and the 2010 Contest Dates are also linked
to the Contest Season page. We have just updated our web site with a special page that provides more
information about our Dance Officer/Leadership Camps as well as Social Officer Camps. We have three
fabulous hotel/resort locations for officer camp that will offer you a date in June, July or August, that
will fit your summer schedule. Officers will be able to learn 16+ routines plus have dance master
workshops, technique workshops, leadership and team building skills, choreography workshops and
more. Social Officers have a busy curriculum that include event planning, motivation and team
building, scrap booking, organizing on the computer and more! Visit our Summer Camp page and link
to the information about Officer and Social Officer Camps.
As we look ahead to Easter weekend, let us always remember the new beginning we are offered by
reflecting on the reason for the season.

Insp iratio n of the Wee k:

"DISCIPLINE IS SOMETHING YOU DO FOR
SOMEONE"
by Gardner McCollum
Late in the 1988 football season, Coach Lou Holtz's Notre Dame "Fighting Irish"
were leading contenders for the National Collegiate Football Championship. The day
before a crucial game on the west coast two stand-out players were sent back to Notre
Dame because of a rules infraction. Coach Holtz was asked later why he had sent two
of his best players home a few hours before such an important game. Coach Holtz
replied, "I didn't send them home - they sent themselve s home. They knew what the
rules were and the penalty for violating the rules. I simply enforced them."
Later, when he was again asked why he took the disciplinary action against the
players, Coach Holtz went directly to the heart of the matter when he said, "I never
thought of discipline as something that you did to someone, I always thought that
discipline is something you did for someone."
Coach Holtz realized that the disciplinary action taken against the players seriously
jeopardized their chances of winning the game, but he also knew much more was at
stake. Teams and individuals must have discipline if either is to be successful. He was
responsible for maintaining the high level of discipline needed to compete successfully
at the national level and, more important, to help young men to acquire the selfdiscipline needed to be successful, personally and professionally.
Every one, every day, is faced with choices and each of us has the free will to decide
what our choice will be. However, once the choice is made we cannot escape the
consequences of our choices. That is the basis for the Law of Cause and Effect,
sometimes referred to as "consequential behavior."
For example, a student who chooses to attend class, pay attention and study will be
successful as a student and will receive praise and awards for his/her accomplishments.
A student who is absent frequently, daydr eams and fails to do his assigned work will
find school to be unpleasant and non-productive.
The principles of consequential behavior are universal, applying to teachers,
administrators and parents as well as students. Self-discipline is an acquired behavior
learned through the efforts of the important people in our lives. Helping children to
acquire self-discipline often requires great self-discipline by those responsible for
teaching it. Enforcing the consequences of undisciplined behavior is a difficult and
often unpleasant task which many teachers and parents find easier to ignore. There are,
of course, consequences to ignoring enforcement -- a person lacking in self-discipline
because he was able to evade the consequences of his behavior.
A few suggestions about helping students to become self-disciplined:
1. Be sure your students understand the Law of Cause and Effect.
2. Be sure your students understand the consequences of decisions.

3. Do not set sanctions that you cannot or will not enforce.
4. Enforce the sanctions each time, every time consistently and fairly. Avoid the
temptation not to enforce sanctions because enforcement creates an inconvenience for
you or because you feel sorry for the offender.
5. Remember you are helping someone to learn to live with the consequences of their
choices.
6. Be self-disciplined yourself.
Helping students to learn self-discipline is a demanding task, especially in a
permissive society. It is well worth the effort. It helps to assure that your students will
live happy, successful lives long after they have established lives independent from
parents and teachers. As Lou Holtz said, "Discipline is something you do for
someone."
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